Recognizing the barriers faced by much of Sacramento’s under served populations, ARI makes strides with its helping hand in the community. Since the development of our mission in 1980, ARI has established credibility as a trusted and dependable organization for our clientele. At ARI, we aim to enhance the lives of minorities and low income households. Where grassroots services lay as a solid foundation for those in need, we ensure our clients are provided with various resources that will allow them to lead sustainable lives.

We enable client prosperity as they maximize on the various services available to them. Encouraging and effectuating enrollments in CalFresh(formerly known as food stamps), MediCal/Covered CA, and Utility Assistance Programs. Through our immigrant and refugee population, we offer opportunities which verse clients in adapting to life in America: English as a Second Language, Citizenship, and Computer Literacy Classes.
A Glimpse of Our Impact

The numbers we pushed to make happen - transforming what was once wishful thinking, into an entire reality.

250 new effectuated MediCal and Covered CA enrollments

3,000+ FAMILIES ASSISTED with Utility Discount Programs

150 CLIENTS became U.S. CITIZENS

Approximately 2,500 CalFRESH Enrollments

We organized nearly 1000 TAXES THROUGH VITA/FREE TAX PREP

Over 350 ESL STUDENTS

400+ STUDENTS IN Computer Education

Inspiring Lives Through Our Initiatives

ARI IS COMMITTED TO PROVIDING MULTIPLE SOCIAL SERVICES NEEDED IN OUR COMMUNITY, EMPOWERING EVERYONE WE SERVE TO BECOME A VITAL PART OF OUR CHANGING, DIVERSE SOCIETY.

Song Yadong - A UFC Fighter

Proactive fighter from China, Song Yadong, came to ARI to learn English during his transition to training in America. He is very grateful for the atmosphere that ARI provides for him in a welcoming learning environment.

Kayla - Finding a Family

Coming from a rough group home after being separated from a mother who placed drugs above her children, Kayla only knew the concept of "survival." Through ARI's youth program, she found stability and gained valuable skills that she is now applying at American River College. ARI supported her to move past her barriers and find her light, inspiring her for the future.